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ABSTRACT

This paper gives a general overview of techniques in statisti-
cal parametric speech synthesis. One of the instances of these
techniques, called HMM-based generation synthesis (or simply
HMM-based synthesis), has recently been shown to be very ef-
fective in generating acceptable speech synthesis. This paper also
contrasts these techniques with the more conventional unit selec-
tion technology that has dominated speech synthesis over the last
ten years. Advantages and disadvantages of statistical parametric
synthesis are highlighted as well as identifying where we expect the
key developments to appear in the immediate future.

Index Terms— Speech synthesis, hidden Markov models

1. BACKGROUND

With the increase in power and resources of computer technology,
building natural sounding synthetic voices has progressed from a
knowledge-based activity to a data-based one. Rather than hand-
crafting each phonetic unit and its applicable contexts, high-quality
synthetic voices may be built from sufficiently diverse single speaker
databases of natural speech. We can see a progression from xed
inventories, found in diphone systems [1] to the more general, but
more resource consuming, techniques of unit selection synthesis
where appropriate sub-word units are automatically selected from
large data-bases of natural speech [2].

ATR ν-talk [3] was the rst to show the effectiveness of auto-
matic selection of appropriate units, then CHATR [2] generalized
these techniques to multiple languages and an automatic training
scheme. Unit selection techniques have risen to be the dominant syn-
thesis technique. The quality of the output derives directly from the
quality of the recordings, and it appears that the larger the database
the better the coverage. Commercial systems have exploited these
technique to bring us a new level of synthetic speech. However,
although certainly successful, there is always the issue of spurious
errors. When a desired sentence happens to require phonetic and
prosody contexts that are under represented in a database, the qual-
ity of the synthesizer can be severely degraded. Even though this
may be a rare event, a single bad join in an utterance can ruin the
listeners ow.

It is not possible to guarantee that bad joins and/or inappropriate
units do not occur, simply because of the vast number of possible
combinations that could occur. However for particular applications
it is often possible to almost always avoid them. Limited domain
synthesizers [4], where the database is designed for the particular
application, go a long way to making almost all the synthetic output
near perfect.

However in spite of the desire for perfect synthesis all the time,
there are limitations in the unit selection technique. No (or little)

modi cation of the selected pieces of natural speech are carried out,
thus limiting the output speech to the style of that in the original
recordings.

With a desire for more control over the speech variation,
larger databases containing examples of different styles are required.
IBM’s stylistic synthesis [5] is a good example but is limited by the
amount of variations that can be recorded.

In direct contrast to this selecting of actual instances of speech
from a database, statistical parametric speech synthesis has also
grown in popularity over the last few years. Statistical parametric
synthesis might be most simply described as generating the average
of some set of similarly sounding speech segments. This contrasts
directly with the desire in unit selection to keep the natural unmodi-
ed speech units, but using parametric models offers other bene ts.

In both the Blizzard Challenge 2005 and 2006 ( [6, 7]) where
a common speech database is provided to participants to build a
synthetic voice, the results from listening tests have shown that one
of the instances of statistical parametric synthesis techniques called
HMM-based generation synthesis (or even HMM-based synthe-
sis) offers more preferred (through MOS tests) and more understand-
able (through WER scores) synthesis. Although even the proponents
of statistical parametric synthesis feel that the best examples of unit
selection are better than the best examples of statistical parametric
synthesis, overall it appears that quality of statistical parametric syn-
thesis has already reached a quality that can stand in its own right.

The quality issue really comes down to the fact that given a para-
metric representation it is necessary to reconstruct the speech from
those parameters. The reconstruction process is still not ideal. Al-
though modeling the spectral and prosody features is relatively well
de ned, models of the residual/excitation are still yet to be fully de-
veloped, though composite models like STRAIGHT [8] are proving
to be useful.

The following section gives a more formal de nition of unit se-
lection techniques that will allow a easier contrast it to statistical
parametric synthesis. Then statistical parametric speech synthesis is
more formally de ned, speci cally based on the implementation on
the HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) [9, 10]. The nal
sections discuss some of the advantages in a statistical parametric
framework highlighting some of the existing a future directions.

2. UNIT SELECTION SYNTHESIS

There seems to be two basic techniques in unit selection, though
they are theoretically not very different. Hunt and Black presented
a selection model [2], which actually existed previously in ATR ν-
talk. The basic notion is that of a target cost, how well a candidate
unit from the database matches the desired unit, and a concatena-
tion cost which de nes how well two selected units combine. Unit
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selection requires the optimization of both these costs over the utter-
ances.

The de nition of target cost between a candidate unit ui and a
desired unit ti is

Ct(ti, ui) =
p∑

j=1

wt
jC

t
j(ti, ui), (1)

where j indexes over all features (typically phonetic and prosodic
contexts are used). Concatenation cost is de ned as

Cc(ui−1, ui) =
q∑

k=1

wc
kC

c
k(ui−1, ui). (2)

Though in this case k may include spectral and acoustic features.
Weights (wt

j and wc
k) have to be found for each feature, and actu-

ally implementations used a combination of trained and hand tuned
weights.

The second direction, ( [11] and similarly [12]) use a clustering
method that allows the target cost to effectively be precalculated.
Units of the same type are clustered into a decision tree that asks
questions about features available at synthesis time (e.g. phonetic
and prosody context).

All of these techniques depend on a acoustic distance measure
which should be correlated with human perception.

These apparently unit selection speci c issues are mentioned
here because they have speci c counterparts in statistical paramet-
ric synthesis.

3. STATISTICAL PARAMETRIC SYNTHESIS

3.1. Overview of a typical system

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a typical HMM-based speech synthe-
sis system [9]. It consists of training and synthesis parts.

The training part is similar to those used in speech recogni-
tion systems. The main difference is that both spectrum (e.g., mel-
cepstral coefficients [13] and their dynamic features) and excitation
(e.g., log F0 and its dynamic features) parameters are extracted from
a speech database and modeled by context-dependent HMMs (pho-
netic, linguistic, and prosodic contexts are taken into account). To
model log F0 sequence which includes unvoiced regions properly,
multi-space probability distributions [14] are used for the state out-
put stream for log F0. Each HMM has state duration densities to
model the temporal structure of speech [15]. As a result, the system
models spectrum, excitation, and durations in a uni ed framework.

The synthesis part does the inverse operation of speech recogni-
tion. First, an arbitrarily given text corresponding an utterance to be
synthesized is converted to a context-dependent label sequence and
then the utterance HMM is constructed by concatenating the context-
dependent HMMs according to the label sequence. Secondly, state
durations of the HMM are determined based on the state duration
probability density functions. Thirdly, the speech parameter gener-
ation algorithm (typically, case 1 in [16]) generates the sequence of
mel-cepstral coefficients and log F0 values that maximize their out-
put probabilities. Finally, a speech waveform is synthesized directly
from the generated mel-cepstral coefficients and F0 values using the
MLSA lter [17] with binary pulse or noise excitation.

3.2. Advantages and disadvantages

The biggest disadvantage of the HMM-based generation synthesis
approach against the unit selection approach is the quality of syn-
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Fig. 1. Overview of a typical HMM-based speech synthesis system.

thesized speech. There seems to be three factors which degrade the
quality: vocoder, modeling accuracy, and over-smoothing.

The synthesized speech by the HMM-based generation synthesis
approach sounds buzzy since it is based on the vocoding technique.
To alleviate this problem, a high quality vocoder such as multi-band
excitation scheme [18–21] or STRAIGHT [8] have been integrated.
Several groups have recently applied LSP-type parameters instead
of mel-cepstral coefficients to the HMM-based generation synthesis
approach [22, 23].

The basic system uses ML-estimated HMMs as its acoustic
models. Because this system generates speech parameters from
its acoustic models, model accuracy highly affects the quality of
synthesized speech. To improve its modeling accuracy, a number
of advanced acoustic models and training frameworks such as hid-
den semi-Markov models (HSMMs) [24], trajectory HMMs [25],
buried Markov models [26], trended HMMs [27], stochastic Markov
graphs [28], minimum generation error (MGE) criterion [29], and
variational Bayesian approach [30] have been investigated.

In the basic system, the speech parameter generation algorithm
(typically case 1 described by Tokuda et al. [16]) is used to gener-
ate spectral and excitation parameters from HMMs. By taking ac-
count of constraints between the static and dynamic features, it can
generate smooth speech parameter trajectories. However, the gen-
erated spectral and excitation parameters are often over-smoothed.
Synthesized speech using over-smoothed spectral parameters sounds
muffled. To reduce this effect and enhance the speech quality, post-
ltering [18, 22], a conditional speech parameter generation algo-

rithm [31], or a speech parameter generation algorithm considering
global variance [32] have been used.

Advantages of the HMM-based generation synthesis approach
are

1) its voice characteristics can be easily modi ed,

2) it can be applied to various languages with little modi cation,

3) a variety of speaking styles or emotional speech can be syn-
thesized using the small amount of speech data,

4) techniques developed in ASR can be easily applied,

5) its footprint is relatively small.

The voice characteristics in 1) can be changed by transform-
ing HMM parameters appropriately because the system generates
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speech waveforms from the HMMs themselves. For example, ei-
ther a speaker adaptation [33, 34], a speaker interpolation [35], or
an eigenvoice technique [36] was applied to this system, and it was
shown that the system could modify voice characteristics. Multilin-
gual support in 2) can be easily realized because in this system only
contextual factors are dependent on each language. Japanese [9],
Mandarin [37, 38], Korean [39], English [40], German [41], Por-
tuguese [42, 43], Swedish [44], Finnish [45, 46], Slovenian [47],
Croatian [48], Arabic [19], Farsi [49], and Polyglot [50] systems
have already been developed by various groups. Speaking styles
and emotional voices in 3) can be constructed by re-estimating ex-
isting average voice models with only a few utterances using adap-
tation techniques [51–53]. As for 4), we can employ a number of
useful technologies developed for the HMM-based speech recogni-
tion. For example, structured precision matrix models, which can
approximate full covariance models well using the small number of
parameters, have successfully been applied to the system [23]. Small
footprints in 5) can be realized by storing statistics of HMMs rather
than multi-templates of speech units. For example, footprints of the
Nitech’s Blizzard Challenge 2005 voices were less than 2 MBytes
with no compression [54] .

4. RELATION AND HYBRID APPROACHES

4.1. Relation between two approaches

Some of clustering-based unit selection approaches uses HMM-
based state clustering [11]. In this case, the structure is very sim-
ilar to that of the HMM-based generation synthesis approach. The
essential difference between the clustering-based unit-selection ap-
proach and the HMM-based generation synthesis approach is that
each cluster in the generation approach is represented by statistics of
the cluster instead of multi-templates of speech units.

In the HMM-based generation synthesis approach, distributions
for spectrum, F0, and duration are clustered independently. Accord-
ingly, it has different decision trees for each of spectrum, F0, and
duration. On the other hand, unit selection systems often use regres-
sion trees (or CART) for prosody prediction. The decision trees for
F0 and duration in the HMM-based generation synthesis approach
are essentially equivalent to the regression trees in the unit selection
systems. However, in the unit selection systems, leaves of one of
trees must have speech waveforms: other trees are used to calculate
target costs, to prune waveform candidates, or to give features for
constructing the trees for speech waveforms.

It is noted that in the HMM-based generation synthesis ap-
proach, likelihoods of static feature parameters and dynamic feature
parameters corresponds to the target costs and concatenation costs,
respectively. It is easy to understand, if we approximate each state
output distribution by a discrete distribution or instances of frame
samples in the cluster: when the dynamic feature is calculated as the
difference between neighboring static features, the ML-based gen-
eration results in a frame-wise DP search like unit selection. Thus
HMM-based parameter generation can be viewed as an analogue
version of unit selection.

4.2. Hybrid approaches

As a natural consequence of the above viewpoints, there are also
hybrid approaches.

Some of these approaches use spectrum parameters, F0 values,
and durations (or a part of them) generated from HMM to calcu-
late acoustic target costs for unit selection [55–58]. Similarly, HMM

likelihoods are used as “costs” for unit selection [59, 60]. Among of
these approaches, [57] and [60] use frame-sized units, and [61] use
generated longer trajectories to provide “costs” for unit selection.
Another type of hybrid approaches uses statistical models as a prob-
abilistic smoother for unit selection [62,63]. Unifying unit selection
and HMM-based generation synthesis is also investigated [64].

In the future, we may converge at an optimal form of corpus-
based speech synthesis fusing generation and selection approaches.

5. CONCLUSION

We can see that statistical parametric speech synthesis offers a wide
range of techniques to improve spoken output. Its more complex
models, when compared to standard unit selection, allow for general
solutions, without necessarily requiring recording speech in all pho-
netic and prosodic contexts. The pure unit selection view requires
very large databases to cover examples of all desired prosodic, pho-
netic and stylistic variation. In contrast statistical parametric synthe-
sis allows for models to be combined and adapted thus not requiring
instances of all possible combinations of contexts.
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